
Designer + Creative Coordinator/Manager

Open Book

POSITION:

The Designer + Creative Coordinator/Manager provides creative partnership and proactive coordination to 
help drive momentum in our day-to-day workflow while ensuring clients receive outstanding service. This will 
require demonstrating strategic judgement and can-do instincts that move projects forward. We believe the 
right candidate has experience executing quality design and creative work while also demonstrating a zeal for 
optimizing workstreams, mastering details, and communicating with clarity and excellence. 

THIS ROLE IS RELIED ON TO:

If you are interested in this position, please submit your resume, portfolio, and a cover letter that introduces yourself and why 
you’re interested in this position and the Open Book mission. Please send all materials to openings@teamopenbook.com. 

DESIRED SKILLS, MINDSET, + ABILITIES: 

• Strong strategic thinker and problem solver

• Design experience; comfortable in Adobe Creative Suite

• Detail-oriented and process-minded, able to offer practical and 
actionable next steps without losing the big picture 

• Strong communicator (both written and verbal)

• Able to forge paths forward in the face of ambiguity in  
ways that lay tracks for others

• Can balance multiple priorities and deadlines

• Highly relational; motivated to build authentic  
connections with others

OUR CULTURE: 

• Is mission-driven and passionate about being a generous  
partner with our creative team and clients

• Is curious, interested in ideas, and comfortable with robust  
dialogue to hone a perspective 

• Is both humble and hungry to serve; motivated by helping 
others succeed and facilitating shared success

• Demonstrates an eagerness to continually learn and grow, 
both personally and professionally

We are a close-knit team motivated by mission—both our own (“to help organizations invite people into their stories”) and those of 
the clients we partner with. We work hard and laugh hard as we seek to fulfill our company purpose of “serve generously.”  
Our ideal team member:

*

LOCATION:
Minneapolis, MN  
(in-office at least  
3 days a week)

EMPLOYMENT:
Full-Time

The Five Daily Goals of Team Open Book are:   1. Help someone.   2. Learn something.   3. Do good work.   4. Be grateful.   5. Remember joy.

• Serve as a trusted deputy to the Creative Operations Director to maintain consistent, forward momentum of creative 
workstreams; this will mean anticipating what needs to be done—and proactively ensuring it gets done—with energy and joy

• Execute design requests and/or updates with creative taste and attention to detail to satisfy client needs and expand the 
capacity of our creative team; design work will primarily include implementing edits to print and web materials, preparing files for 
production, and creating various collateral within an existing brand system

• Demonstrate a forward-thinking “hunter-gatherer mindset” to identify and solve for information or workflow process needs, 
inconsistencies, and loose ends so as to equip clients and our team for success

• Communicate with clients and vendor partners with warmth, professionalism, and a confident command of information; this 
requires both proactive outreach and prompt response through email and phone in ways that build relationship and trust

• Manage production coordination, project logistics, and other administrative needs that meet client objectives, timelines, and budgets

• Operate as an eager learner of Open Book’s business, clients, processes, and culture in order to be able to flexibly swing into 
diverse roles of the business and meet emerging needs

(final title dependent on experience of candidate)


